
 

Concrete- That which borrow the detail of its mold for eternity. Strength, stability, elegance behind brawn. An Intrepid Material. Heroic.
 

Glazing over Wood Paneling Spec.- Sleek, modern. Absorbs the sunset; captivates the mind. A venture of faith for an emergent wall type.   
 
 

Stone Pavers. Of whom do I owe the pleasure of traversing over this russet path of labor and time? Bring me the masons, for they it is who  
 have reshaped our world.
 Chosen for tactility, timelessness, durability and slight irregularity.
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Relevant Site Map Information

A.  Minneapolis, MN
B.  St. Paul, MN
C.  Minnesota Marching Arts Site
D.  Grass Lake
E.  Vadnais Lake
F.  Snail Lake Regional Park, Shoreview, MN

Shoreview, MN offers both urban proximity and natural Minnesotan vistas, being within the Twin Cities Metro Area. 
The MMA site is situated along a major freeway arterial, Interstate 694, to allow ease of access for all metro area 
marchers and fan bases. 

Directly East of the site is the Snail Lake Regional Park, an important public space set aside to protect natural wild-
life. Likewise beneficial of the local ecosystem is Grass Lake, the large body of water in direct contact with the site 
and. This lake offers tranquility and beauty to the concert experience.

550 Gramsie Road
The site property, set aside in 1970 and currently owned by Fox UTV Holdings Inc., is comprised of 37.04 rolling 
acres of land covered by both dense forest and native grasses. Only a small portion of the site is currently utilized 
by the KSMP Tower on the SW corner of the lot, owned by Fox. The intended use of the site involves two regulation-
sized American football fields, a new parking lot, and two structures designed to sit lightly upon the site in terms of 
materiality. This usage only incorporates roughly 17% of the site acreage to preserve as much of the native vegeta-
tion and wildlife as possible, as well as the adjacent park’s vistas and local residential lifestyle.



Unto a field, swaying in the breeze, do I thus supplant a structure intended to honor a timeless event upon a sea of gold. The scent of the concessions, 
wafting between layers of forest and masonry, speaks of nights at the ballpark and cherished memories long dismissed.... The slight echo of the 
stadium, rippling with the desire and passion of the moment, ensnares the audience for the kill. As the sky darkens, the canopy brightens, emanat-
ing a startling structure patiently waiting for the sun to leave. The prairie grass... words cannot explain. The weave toward the stadium, upon pavers 
set with skill, tell of ancient arenas once occupied and still standing. A walk from the entrance to the seat is a sensory and tactile journey that all 
must make, and that all must remember. A trip to the concessions, two hot dogs in hand, making our way back to cozy up for our daughter’s per-
formance.

There is a recurring debate upon the value of phenomenology, the study of the senses and of space, toward the understanding of architectural 
theory. As it is, the topic is ever-expanding as we progress toward new specifications, new expectations, and changing social values. Yet, with 
all great stadiums there exists a sense of timelessness, encapsulated in the details, completely cerebral yet very tangible. Greatness is to ema-
nate from the structures of all arenas. Honor, loyalty, power, wealth... a stadium is a cultural knot, tieing together the values and heritage of 
generations before and beyond. The phenomenal realm is both lost in scale, yet grown in feel, when one enters a space of impact.

The Minnesota Marching Arts complex is not intended to solve the debate of phenomenological value. It is intended to create an impactful 
environment that spectators and players alike will perceive and remember for years to come. It is to bolster the activity of Marching Band 
to a strong foundation- as it has never had before. Set upon a beautiful natural vista of prairie, forest, and lake, the MMA will radiate eco-
logical awareness and provide for a concert setting unlike anything we have ever felt before.

IMPACTFUL
PHENOMENOLOGIES

West Facade Render at Sunrise during Mid-October. The design wakes up with the sun.

MINNESOTA MARCHING ARTS
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Precast Custom Concrete Panels; adhered to cast-in-place 
structural column by ties and grout, designed to shed water 

and also act as a thermal break as opposed to a monolithic 
concrete column.

Custom Wall Sweep; defined as glazing over marine-grade 
plywood. Provides interesting play on local vistas with reflec-

tions of glazing while maintaining the rugged look of ply-
wood. Blends well with local vegetation and designed as a 

rainscreen.

Linear Louver Array; protects privacy during evening hours, 
nearly negates cooling demands. Defined as glazing over 
marine-grade plywood. When closed, the building is one 

jagged object, polished into its cantilevering shape. When 
open, the building breathes life and creates interest. 

Designed to respond with the sun. 10’ arrays operated auto-
matically via building systems computer.

Custom Bunk Bed; designed for fast erection and economy. 
Douglas Fir veneer on aluminum frame. Below top bunk is a 

work station of similar construction.

Cabin Ceiling; designed to instill a sense of intimacy and 
comfort, wooden interior paneling disrupts the cold nature of 

the concrete superstructure. The ceiling, pitched at 1:5, cuts 
the volume of area  the MMA has to heat and cool by roughly 

9%. Also relates well to the traditional camp feel.

Dormitory Curtain Wall;  highly modular, double-glazed low-e 
window glass@ 8.5‘x4.5.’   In combination with louvers, gives 
ample privacy. Recessed into the wall by more than 2.5,’ the 

MMA’s glazing will have minimal light impact on the sur-
rounding area during the night.

Partition Wall; double metal stud wall with batt insulation 
provides adequate noise disruptance between each dorm. 
Finished with locally reclaimed wood from site excavation 

and/or douglas fir. Finish quality intentionally low to give the 
wall depth and touch.

HVAC Schematic Design. Dual Boiler/Chiller with VAV controlled system on Sub-Floor 1 distributes 
recirculated air into each individual dorm. See Section Perspective to left for Passive Info.  

Roof Extents; emphasis on quality vs. economy. Natural Greenroof using local vegetation on built-up roof with proper seal-
ant. Some water catchment located above communal space and bathrooms to assuage non-potable water usage.

Plumbing Schematic Design. All areas supported on same system.  Grey water usage is trimmed via water catchment (left). 
Excess runs into drainage field to South of Dorm Structure, left to percolate into the soil to help build back wildlife after construc-
tion.

Dormitory Section Perspective
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*General Site Plan Illustrating 
Building Proximities.

Gramsie Road

Practice Field with Shell

Performance Stadium

Dormitory Complex

KSMP Tower Building Pad

Grass Lake

I-694

*General Mass/Structure Study
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Laminated Buffer; curved to cater to the trajectory of a 
marching band and set to radiate sound back to the perform-
ers providing aural feedback and giving a target to aim 
toward. Materiality is laminated beechwood on suitable 
backer material for an orange gossamer glow during most 
lighting conditions.

Practice Tower; Minimalist design with little extraneosity. 
Interior is resemblant of a hunting blind and connects well 
with local prairie grasses. The tower incorporates a small 
series of  solar panels and the roof is sloped south at a 2:5 
slope to provide electricity for the space’s small expected 
load.

Field; Comprised exactly as the Performance Field for memo-
rization purposes. Designed as fake turf over a 4 in. layer of 
loose gravel, over compacted soil, which drains west into an 
already existing depression in the topography.

Concrete Spanish Steps; built roughly and unadorned. The 
intent is to mimic the nature of the Thingplatzes of Nazi Ger-
many, which were built economically but still exist today and 
are national monuments. The surrounding earth is encour-
aged to overlap the steps to illustrate age.

Crushed Gravel Path; leading from the practice field to the 
performance field, this path is ADA accessible and ties into 
the Parking Lot, Gate Entry, and Dormitory building. 

*After reconsideration, specialty components such as speak-
ers were left out of the design for theft considerations. Also, 
the space lacks a formal Drum Major pedestal. This is so the 
design can adapt toward any user’s standards.

Practice Field Section Perspective

Columns; Columns and footings are cast in-situ, and arranged 
in a triple-arced array. This facilitates two performance loads: 
that of maximum occupancy and a smaller house.

Beams/Girders; All other superstructure elements are of 
Precast Concrete-standard weight.

Concrete Risers; All risers are triple-risers, facilitating fast 
construction for other subcontractors to begin work, such as 
installing seating.

Concourse Floor; built up of Precast Hollow Core Concrete 
Planks, waterproofed, given a vapor barrier, and then covered 
with small sand layer of 1.5 in. This is then finished with stone 
pavers.

Canopy Structure; Heavy steel trusses, triangulated against 
the force of gravity, are cantilevered away from the rear-most 
concrete columns, where they have been cast into the 
column to resist bending. Steel cross beams at 10’ O.C. hold 
corrugated steel roofing in place. Below the Trusses is a 
custom steel profile to hold the glazing in place.

Canopy Finish Material; Glass, a material not often found in 
performance halls, has recently been utilized for acoustical 
treatments in more modern designs. Glass provides a very 
crisp sound and reflects well, which tailors to this installation 
very well. The glass is tempered and at modular panel sizes of 
5’x2.’  It has been coated with a bronze finish, reflecting views 
toward the field by day and permitting stadium lights to 
radiate through by night.

Side Buffer Panels; Douglas Fir on suitable backer material, 
supported by custom aluminum profile on a fixed railing 
system. Douglas Fir is bountiful in northern Minnesota and 
also economical. Its orange-yellow glow helps this stadium 
glow.

Masonry Walls; Complex masonry is slowly dying out of con-
temporary design, a bittersweet passing for many. In stadium 
construction, it is my belief that traditional motifs and com-
plex brick facades still define the traditional stadiums, such as 
Los Angeles Coliseum and that of Notre Dame. Russet, Red, 
Travertine, Tan...All colors were chosen to reflect the color 
patterns of the surrounding prairie grass.

Performance Stadium Section Perspective
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A: North-East Dormitory Facade Close-Up B: Dormitory Interior Render at 3:00 PM, Summer Solstice C: Complex’s entrance way from parking to seating; amphitheater gathering space/ rehearsal area D: Entrance into Concourse with covered walkway and scenic vistas. E: Looking up at Drum Major from Field elevation, 7:00 Summer Solstice F: View of Rear Stadium Facade
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